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Moderate Hypothermia (33 °C) Decreases the
Susceptibility to Pacing-Induced Ventricular
Fibrillation Compared with Severe Hypothermia
(30 °C) by Attenuating Spatially Discordant
Alternans in Isolated Rabbit Hearts
Yu-Cheng Hsieh,1,2 Shien-Fong Lin,3,4 Jin-Long Huang,1 Chen-Ying Hung,1 Jiunn-Cherng Lin,1 Ying-Chieh Liao,1
Chu-Pin Lo,2 Kuo-Yang Wang1 and Tsu-Juey Wu1

Background: Severe hypothermia (SH, 30 °C) increases the risk of pacing-induced ventricular fibrillation (PIVF) by
enhancing spatially discordant alternans (SDA). Whether moderate hypothermia (MH, 33 °C), which is clinically
used for therapeutic hypothermia, also facilitates SDA remains unclear. We hypothesized that MH attenuates SDA
occurrence compared with that achieved by SH, and decreases the susceptibility of PIVF.
Methods: Using an optical mapping system, action potential duration (APD)/conduction velocity restitutions and
thresholds of APD alternans were determined by S1 pacing in Langendorff-perfused isolated rabbit hearts. In the
MH group (n = 7), S1 pacing was performed at baseline (37 °C), after 5-min MH, and after 5-min rewarming (37 °C).
In the SH group (n = 9), pacing was also performed at baseline (37 °C), after 5-min SH, and after 5-min rewarming
(37 °C). The thresholds of APD alternans were defined as the longest S1 pacing cycle length at which APD alternans
were detected.
Results: Although the thresholds of APD alternans were not different between the MH (273 ± 46 ms) and the SH
(300 ± 35 ms) (p = 0.281) groups, SDA threshold was shorter (at a faster heart rate) during MH (228 ± 33 ms) than
that during SH (289 ± 42 ms) (p = 0.028). At APD alternans threshold, SH hearts showed more SDA than that during
MH (SH: 7 hearts, MH: 2 hearts, p = 0.049). SDA could be induced in all 9 SH hearts (100%), while only 4 MH hearts
(57%) had SDA (p = 0.029). The PIVF inducibility during SH (44 ± 53%) was higher than that during MH (0%) (p =
0.043).
Conclusions: Compared with SH, the MH group showed greater attenuation of SDA and decreased the susceptibility
of PIVF. Therefore, MH is safer as a procedural guideline for use in clinical therapeutic hypothermia than SH.
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INTRODUCTION
Therapeutic hypothermia (TH) has become the standard therapy for patients resuscitated from cardiac arrest due to ventricular fibrillation (VF) in that it improves neurological recovery and mortality.1,2 However,
TH per se might be pro-arrhythmic because patients
with accidental hypothermia (body temperature < 30
°C) typically present with cardiac arrest primarily due to
VF.3,4 With a clinically recommended temperature for TH
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(32-34 °C), 1,2 the incidence of ventricular arrhythmia
was relatively low (~2.2%) in post-resuscitation patients
undergoing TH.5,6 The mechanism by which moderate
hypothermia (32-34 °C) decreases the incidence of ventricular arrhythmia while severe hypothermia (< 30 °C)
increases arrhythmia remains unclear.
Piktel et al. used a canine left ventricular wedge
preparation and found that cooling the heart to 26 °C
significantly increased the transmural dispersion of
repolarization (DOR) and ventricular arrhythmia susceptibility, while TH at 32 °C mildly increased the DOR and
decreased ventricular arrhythmia. 5 Harada et al. also
showed that severe hypothermia (SH, 30 °C) enhanced
wave breaks and regeneration of new spiral waves of VF
which favored the maintenance of VF in a 2-dimensional
ventricular preparation.7 During moderate hypothermia
(MH, 33 °C), the VF spiral waves frequently collide and
dissipate, leading to self-termination of VF.7 These data
indicate possible mechanisms (DOR, wavefront characteristics) by which MH might be better able to hinder
the susceptibility of VF compared to SH.
Cardiac alternans refers to beat-to-beat alternation
of action potential duration (APD) which may be spatially concordant alternans (SCA), when all regions of tissue alternate are in phase, or spatially discordant alternans (SDA), when adjacent regions alternate are out
of phase.8-10 SDA can facilitate the genesis of reentry
arrhythmia, and is more arrhythmogenic than SCA.11-13
We have recently reported that SH (30 °C) increases the
susceptibility to pacing-induced VF (PIVF) by promoting
earlier onset of SDA.14 SDA during SH always precedes
the onset of VF.14 Given the relatively low incidence of
ventricular arrhythmia with MH (33 °C) in human and
experimental studies,5,6 it is possible that MH might attenuate the occurrence of cardiac alternans, especially
SDA, and contribute to a reduced incidence of ventricular arrhythmia. Furthermore, limited information is
available regarding the properties of cardiac alternans
during MH (33 °C).
In this study using Langendorff-perfused isolated
rabbit hearts subjected to MH and SH involving an optical mapping system, we investigated the cardiac electrophysiological parameters, alternans properties, and
the susceptibility to PIVF. Since the clinical guidelines
recommended 32-34 °C as the target temperature for
TH,1,2 we accordingly chose 33 °C as the MH temperaActa Cardiol Sin 2014;30:455-465

ture to be tested. Because 30 °C is the lowest temperature proven to be feasible in clinical practice,15-17 it was
chosen as the SH temperature for purposes of this
study. We hypothesized that MH would attenuate the
occurrence of SDA to a greater extent compared with
that achieved by SH, and would decrease the susceptibility to PIVF.

METHODS
The research protocol for this study was approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of
Taichung Veterans General Hospital.

Langendorff preparation of isolated rabbit hearts
New Zealand white rabbit (3.4 ± 0.4 kg, n = 16) hearts
were excised under general anesthesia. The ascending
aorta was cannulated and perfused with 37 °C Tyrode’s
solution composed of (in mM): 125 NaCl, 4.5 KCl, 0.5
MgCl2, 24 NaHCO3, 1.8 NaH2PO4, 1.8 CaCl2, 5.5 glucose,
and albumin (40 mg/L), respectively.18,19 Coronary perfusion pressure and flow rate were 60-65 mmHg and
35-45 mL/min. The hearts were perfused and superfused in a thermostatized tissue bath. Thereafter, a
pseudo-electrocardiography was obtained with widely
spaced bipoles to determine ventricular rhythm.20 The
signals were digitized by an AxoScope with a sampling
rate of 1 kHz.18-22 A pair of hook bipolar electrodes was
inserted into the right ventricular outflow tract for ventricular pacing.
Optical mappings
By using a two-camera optical mapping system,
epicardial activations in the anterior and posterior aspects of the hearts were simultaneously mapped.18,19
The hearts were stained with di-4-ANEPPS, and excited
with 4 light-emitting diode modules (wavelength = 519
± 20 nm). 18,19 Induced fluorescence was collected by
two image-intensified charge-coupled cameras (model
CA D1-0128T). The optical signals were gathered at
3.85-ms sampling intervals, acquired from 128 ´ 128
sites simultaneously over a 30 ´ 30 mm2 area in each aspect of the heart.18,19 For each optical recording, data
were acquired continuously for 3.85 seconds. To minimize motion artifacts, cytochalasin D (5 mM), an excita456
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Protocol II: S1 pacing at baseline (37 °C), 5-min severe
hypothermia (SH, 30 °C), and 5-min rewarming (37 °C) (n
= 9 hearts)
S1 pacing was used to determine the APD/CV restitutions, cardiac alternans properties, and vulnerability
of PIVF at baseline, 5-min SH, and 5-min rewarming.
This protocol was essentially the same as for protocol I,
except that a SH was implemented instead of MH.

tion-contraction uncoupler, was used. 18,19 In a typical
time-embedded phase portrait, the upstroke of the action potential corresponds to a phase ranging from -3/4
p to -1/4 p, represented by a light blue color (between
dark blue and green).18,21

Induction of hypothermia (33 °C, 30 °C) and
Rewarming (37 °C)
Two thermostatic systems were connected parallel
to the Langendorff system.14,23 By controlling a switch
between these two thermostatic systems, the temperature of perfusate and tissue bath could be switched to
either 37 °C or TH (33 °C or 30 °C).14,23 To induce MH
(33 °C), the thermostatic system was set at 33 °C. The
superfusate was also quickly replaced with 33 °C Tyrode’s solution. When the tissue bath temperature
reached 33 °C, an additional 5 min (stabilized at 33 °C)
was used to ensure the homogeneity of tissue temperature, and thereafter the study protocol was started.
The method to induce SH (30 °C) was the same, except
that the thermostatic temperature was set at 30 °C. To
re-warm (37 °C) the heart, the procedures were reversed.14,23

Data analysis
Construction of APD and CV restitution curves using S1
pacing method
The method of constructing APD and CV restitution
curves has been reported elsewhere.20,21 Briefly, pixels
at the center of the anterior and posterior surfaces of
both ventricles (sites a through d, see Figure 1A) were
selected to determine the APD70 (APD at 70% repolarization). APD restitution (APDR) curves of each heart
were sampled and plotted from the 4 sites against different S1 PCLs.14 When APD alternans occurred during S1
pacing, the short and long APD70 were averaged.14 The
epicardial CV was evaluated by dividing the distance
between 2 epicardial points with the conduction time
using depolarization isochronal maps (see Figures 1B,
C). With the formula WL (wavelength, cm) = APD70 ´ CV,
WL restitutions were obtained. The maximal slope of
APDR for each heart is the mean of the maximal APDR
slopes of the 4 sampling sites.14,21 “Maximal CV reduction”, which was defined as the difference of CV at the
longest and the shortest S1 PCLs, was used to estimate
the CV restitution (CVR, cm/s) at each sites.14,21 Spatial
heterogeneity of CVRs was evaluated by comparing the
differences in “Maximal CV reduction” among these 4
epicardial lines (see Figures 1B, C).14,21 APD70 dispersion
was defined as the difference between the maximal and
minimal APD70 from the entire mapped areas at a PCL.

Study protocols
Protocol I: S1 pacing at baseline (37 °C), 5-min moderate
hypothermia (MH, 33 °C), and 5-min rewarming (37 °C) (n
= 7 hearts)
S1 pacing (2 ´ diastolic threshold) was used to determine the APD/conduction velocity (CV) restitutions,
cardiac alternans properties, and vulnerability of PIVF
at baseline, 5-min MH, and 5-min rewarming. 14 APD
and CV restitutions were determined using 11 different
S1 pacing cycle lengths (PCLs: 400, 350, 300, 250, 200,
180, 160, 150, 140, 130 and 120 ms).14 For each pacing
cycle length (PCL), an S1 pacing train was delivered for
15 seconds, and optical data were recorded at the end
of the pacing train. If VF was induced and persisted for
> 1 min after stopping S1 pacing, a defibrillation shock
was delivered through a defibrillation coil. 14,24 In this
study, we used a fixed high-energy shock of 200 volts
to ensure successful defibrillation for each VF episode.
If a VF was induced and a defibrillation shock was
given, the heart was allowed to rest for 3 min. Thereafter, the study protocol was continued.

APD alternans and during S1 pacing
APD alternans was defined as a difference in APD70
on 2 consecutive beats of ³ 3.85 ms during S1 pacing.9,14
The alternans threshold was defined as the longest S1
PCL at which APD alternans was detected.9,11,14,25 Spatially concordant alternans (SCA) was defined as APD
alternation in phase spatially (i.e., for a given beat, the
APD is either long or short everywhere in the tissue),
457
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Figure 1. (A) Optical mapped area of the hearts. Points a to d were areas for action potential duration (APD) restitution evaluation. LAD, left
anterior descending artery; RV, right ventricle; LV, left ventricle. (B and C) isochronal maps of the hearts subjected to moderate hypothermia (MH, 33
°C) (B) and severe hypothermia (SH, 30 °C) (C). L1-4 lines were used for conduction velocity (CV) evaluation. (D-F) Effects of MH and SH on APD (D),
CV (E), and wavelength (WL) (F) restitutions. PCL, pacing cycle length.

whereas SDA was defined as alternation out of phase
spatially (i.e., some regions of tissue alternate in a
long-short-long pattern, while other regions simultaneously alternate in a short-long-short pattern). 8,9,14
Therefore, the SDA threshold was defined as the longest
S1 PCL at which SDA was detected.14
To determine the presence of SCA or SDA during
APD alternans, APD difference maps were created by
the difference in APD70 between 2 consecutive beats.14
APD difference maps appeared red if the differences
were positive, and green if negative. 9,14 Thus, during
SCA, APD difference maps appeared all green on one
beat and all red on the next beat. During SDA, red and
green regions alternated, separated by a nodal line in
which no alternans was present.14 By analyzing APD difference maps during SDA, the average numbers of nodal
lines at each PCL were obtained.

sum test and Mann-Whitney U test were used to compare the data within and between groups. We used the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) test to compare the means
of three or more groups. Chi-square analysis was used
to compare categorical data between and within groups.
A probability value of p £ 0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS
Effects of MH (33 °C) and SH (30 °C) on APD, CV, and
WL restitutions
Effects of moderate hypothermia (MH, 33 °C) and
severe hypothermia (SH, 30 °C) on APD, CV, and wavelength (WL) restitutions are summarized in Table 1
(MH) and Table 2 (SH). During MH and SH, APD 70 increased, while CV decreased compared with the baseline levels (Tables 1, 2). During MH, the WL was prolonged at the long PCL of 400 ms, while no changes of

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as mean ± SD. Wilcoxon rank
Acta Cardiol Sin 2014;30:455-465
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Effects of MH (33 °C) and SH (30 °C) on APD
dispersion and spatial heterogeneity of restitutions

WL were observed at PCL £ 350 ms (Table 1). During
SH, the WL was similar to the baseline levels at PCL ³
250 ms, while WL was shorter than baseline level at
short PCL of £ 200 ms (Table 2). APD70, CV, and WL restitutions at rewarming were all similar to those at
baseline. The APD70 during MH was not statistically different from those during SH at all PCLs (Figure 1A).
However, CV during SH was significantly lower than
that during MH (Figure 1B). The WL during MH was
longer than those during SH at PCL of 400 (p = 0.02)
and 300 ms (p = 0.03) (Figure 1C).

APD dispersion
Figure 2 shows the APD 70 dispersion at baseline,
during hypothermia (MH, panel A; SH, panel B), and after rewarming. Hypothermia (MH and SH) increased the
APD dispersion compared to those at baseline and rewarming (Figure 2). The APD dispersions during MH
were similar to those during SH at these PCLs (i.e., at
PCL 300 ms, MH: 36 ± 8 ms; SH: 40 ± 5 ms; p = 0.27).

Table 1. Effects of moderate hypothermia (MH, 33 °C) on APD70, CV, and WL (n = 7)
S1 PCL, ms
400
APD70, ms
Baseline, 37 °C
MH, 33 °C
Rewarming, 37 °C
CV, cm/s
Baseline, 37 °C
MH, 33 °C
Rewarming, 37 °C
WL, cm
Baseline, 37 °C
MH, 33 °C
Rewarming, 37 °C

350

300

250

200

167 ± 8 162 ± 11 157 ± 8
148 ± 6
134 ± 6
228 ± 10‡ 203 ± 24‡ 189 ± 17‡ 168 ± 14‡ 134 ± 11
168 ± 9 166 ± 9
161 ± 6
149 ± 4
134 ± 10
079 ± 6
071 ± 9‡
079 ± 5

78 ± 6
69 ± 9‡
77 ± 6

76 ± 8
66 ± 6‡
76 ± 7

76 ± 7
‡
63 ± 8
73 ± 7

74 ± 8
61 ± 9‡
71 ± 7

180
123 ± 4
124#
122 ± 7
74 ± 7
56#
69 ± 8

12.6 ± 2.1 12.2 ± 1.9 12.0 ± 1.7 11.3 ± 1.5 10.0 ± 1.4 9.2 ± 1.2
6.2#
16.1 ± 2.0‡ 13.5 ± 2.8 12.6 ± 2.3 11.0 ± 2.3 8.5 ± 1.6
12.9 ± 1.3 12.6 ± 1.6 12.3 ± 1.5 11.0 ± 1.2 9.7 ± 1.2 8.6 ± 1.1

160

150

113 ± 40. 107 ± 40.
NA
NA
110 ± 8
100 ± 11.
72 ± 8
NA
69 ± 8.
8.1 ± 1.1
NA
7.6 ± 1.1

70 ± 9.
NA
68 ± 7.

140

130

120

101 ± 30
NA
98 ± 8

94 ± 6†
NA
94 ± 1†

84 ± 5*0
NA
NA

65 ± 10
NA
66 ± 7†

63 ± 12*
NA
NA

68 ± 8
NA
68 ± 5

†

7.5 ± 1.2 06.9 ± 0.9 6.3 ± 1.3† 5.4 ± 1.5*
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6.6 ± 1.2 06.6 ± 0.9 6.5 ± 0.7†

APD, action potential duration; CV, conduction velocity; MH, moderate hypothermia; NA, not available; PCL, pacing cycle length; WL, wavelength.
* Data from hearts #2 and #4; # data from heart #4; † data from hearts #2, #3; ‡ p < 0.05, by Wilcoxon signed rank test when compared with baseline.

Table 2. Effects of severe hypothermia (SH, 30 °C) on APD70, CV, and WL (n = 9)
S1 PCL, ms
400
APD70, ms
Baseline, 37 °C
SH, 30 °C
Rewarming, 37 °C
CV, cm/s
Baseline, 37 °C
SH, 30 °C
Rewarming, 37 °C
WL, cm
Baseline, 37 °C
SH, 30 °C
Rewarming, 37 °C

350

300

250

200

161 ± 18 156 ± 15 154 ± 15 145 ± 13 129 ± 10
238 ± 32‡ 213 ± 21‡ 196 ± 16‡ 177 ± 18‡ 139 ± 14
163 ± 13 155 ± 12 150 ± 11 141 ± 8
128 ± 7
73 ± 3
52 ± 4‡
72 ± 6

72 ± 3
52 ± 6‡
71 ± 7

71 ± 3
52 ± 6‡
70 ± 3

71 ± 4
50 ± 6‡
69 ± 6

70 ± 3
49 ± 4‡
68 ± 7

180

160

150

140

130

120

120 ± 8
128 ± 16#
120 ± 10

109 ± 70
NA
108 ± 10

105 ± 90
NA
100 ± 10

95 ± 6
NA
093 ± 11

88 ± 9
NA
085 ± 11

84 ± 11*
NA
80 ± 10†

69 ± 4
45 ± 3#
67 ± 5

67 ± 4
NA
65 ± 5

66 ± 4
NA
62 ± 4

64 ± 4
NA
58 ± 5

61 ± 4
NA
57 ± 5

57 ± 5*0
NA
53 ± 7†0

11.6 ± 1.3 11.1 ± 1.2 10.9 ± 1.2 10.1 ± 0.8 9.0 ± 0.6 8.2 ± 0.6 07.1 ± 0.8 06.7 ± 0.8 05.9 ± 0.8 05.5 ± 0.8 4.9 ± 0.9*
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
12.3 ± 2.0 10.7 ± 1.7 10.0 ± 1.4 8.8 ± 1.4 6.8 ± 1.1‡ 5.9 ± 1.0#
11.9 ± 1.4 11.6 ± 1.3 10.9 ± 1.4 10.1 ± 1.1 8.9 ± 1.2 8.0 ± 1.1 06.9 ± 1.1 06.1 ± 1.0 05.4 ± 1.0 04.9 ± 1.1 4.0 ± 1.0†

APD, action potential duration; CV, conduction velocity; NA, not available; PCL, pacing cycle length; SH, severe hypothermia; WL, wavelength.
* Data from hearts #2, #3, #9; # data from hearts #1, #3, #4; † data from hearts #1-6; ‡ p < 0.05, by Wilcoxon signed rank test when compared with
baseline.
459
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Maximal slope of APD restitutions and spatial
heterogeneity of CV restitution
In the SH group, SH increased the maximal slope of
APD restitution (APDR) curve from 1.60 ± 0.32 at baseline
to 1.91 ± 0.23 during SH (p = 0.046) (Figure 3A). However,
in the MH group, the maximal slope of the APDR curve
was similar between baseline (1.65 ± 0.55) and during
MH (1.38 ± 0.52) (p = 0.35). The maximal slope of APDR
curve during SH (1.91 ± 0.23) was higher than that during
MH (1.38 ± 0.52) (p = 0.029) (Figure 3A). The “Maximum
CV reduction” along the 4 epicardial lines was significant
in MH (16 ± 8, 15 ± 9, 7 ± 4, 8 ± 4 cm/s, lines 1-4, respectively, p = 0.026) and SH (13 ± 6, 7 ± 6, 5 ± 5, 6 ± 4 cm/s,
lines 1-4, respectively, p = 0.016). The spatial heterogeneity of CV restitutions were not significant at baseline (MH
group, p = 0.88; SH group, p = 0.37) and rewarming (MH
group, p = 0.31; SH group, p = 0.31).

number of hearts with SDA was not increased by MH [1
out of the 7 MH hearts had SDA at baseline (B), 2 out of
the 7 MH hearts had SDA at MH, and 1 out of the 7 MH
hearts had SDA at rewarming (R), p = ns] (Figure 5A).
However, in SH group at APD alternans threshold, SH
significantly increased the number of hearts with SDA [7
out of the 9 SH hearts showed SDA at SH, while 0 and 1
out of the 9 SH hearts showed SDA at baseline (B) and
rewarming (R), respectively, p < 0.001] (Figure 5A).
Therefore, SH significantly increased the number of
hearts with SDA compared with that achieved by MH at
the APD alternans threshold (p = 0.049). Figure 5B
showed the number of hearts with inducible SDA when
all PCLs were included. With all PCLs included, SDA
could be induced in 9 out of the 9 hearts (100%) during
SH, while SDA was only observed in 4 out of the 7 hearts
(57%) during MH (p = 0.029) (Figure 5B).

Effects of MH (33 °C) and SH (30 °C) on the threshold
of APD alternans and spatially discordant alternans
Figure 4 is an example showing the effects of MH
and SH on the APD alternans property (Figures 4A-D,
A¢-D¢). Although the thresholds of APD alternans were
not different between MH (273 ± 46 ms) and SH (300 ±
35 ms) (p = 0.281) (Figure 4E), spatially discordant alternans (SDA) threshold during MH (228 ± 33 ms) was
shorter (SDA occurs at faster heart rate) than that during SH (289 ± 42 ms) (p = 0.028) (Figure 4F). The number
of nodal lines during MH (0.5 ± 1.0) was also lower than
that during SH (2.0 ± 0.5) (p = 0.028) (Figure 4G).
In the MH group at APD alternans threshold, the

Spontaneous and pacing-induced VF during MH and SH
No spontaneous VF was observed during MH. However, we observed 1 episode of spontaneous VF at 2-min
SH in SH group (Heart #7). This VF episode was successfully defibrillated by a 200-volt shock.
In the MH group, no VF was inducible at baseline
(B), during MH, or at rewarming (R) (Figure 5C). Only 1
ventricular tachycardia (VT) episode was induced during
MH. In the SH group, 7 pacing-induced VF episodes
were observed in 4 out of the 9 SH hearts during SH,

A

Figure 3. (A) Effects of moderate hypothermia (MH) and severe hypothermia (SH) on the maximal slope of action potential duration (APD)
restitutions. Note that the maximal slope at SH is higher than that at
MH. (B) effects of MH and SH on the spatial heterogeneity of conduction
velocity (CV) restitutions. The heterogeneity is significant (p < 0.05) with
both MH and SH.

A
B

Figure 2. (A) Effect of moderate hypothermia (MH) on action potential duration (APD70) dispersions at S1 pacing cycle length (PCL) of 300,
250, and 200 ms. (B) effect of severe hypothermia (SH) on APD70 dispersions at S1 PCL of 300, 250, and 200 ms. Note that APD70 dispersion was
increased with both MH and SH. p values were obtained by ANOVA test.
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Figure 4. Effects of moderate hypothermia (MH) (A-D, heart #4 in MH group) and severe hypothermia (SH) (A¢-D¢, heart #3 in SH group) on action
potential duration (APD) alternans by S1 pacing. During MH at pacing cycle length (PCL) of 300 ms, no APD alternans was observed (A). As the PCL
decreased to 250 ms, APD alternans was observed (Ba-b), and the APD difference map showed spatially concordant alternans (SCA) (Bc-d). At 200 ms
PCL (C), the APD alternans transformed to spatially discordant alternans (SDA) (Cb-d) with nodal lines formation (dash lines in Cc-d). As the PCL further decreased to 180 ms, SDA persisted, and the APD difference map became more complicated (Db-d). During SH at PCL of 300 ms, no APD
alternans was observed (A¢). As the PCL decreased to 250 ms, APD alternans was observed (B¢a-b), and the APD difference map showed SDA with
nodal lines formation (B¢c-d). When the PCL decreased to 200 ms (C¢) and 180 (D¢) ms, SDA (C¢c-d, D¢c-d) persisted. (E) Effects of MH and SH on the
threshold of APD alternans. F, effects of MH and SH on the threshold of SDA. G, effects of MH and SH on the number of nodal lines during SDA.

while no VF was inducible at baseline (B) or rewarming
(R) (p = 0.009) (Figure 5C). The percentage of VF inducibility was also higher during SH (44 ± 53%) than
that during MH (0%) (p = 0.043) (Figure 5D). Figure 6
shows the 7 VF episodes induced during SH (Figure
6A-G), and the only VT episode (Figure 6H) during MH.
The successful rate of electric defibrillation was 100%.
The VF wavefronts during SH (Figure 6A-G) showed
multiple wavebreaks indicating an incessant character.

ternans thresholds were comparable; (2) Fewer MH
hearts showed SDA than SH hearts at alternans threshold
and when all PCLs were included; (3) Pro-arrhythmic
parameters including CV slowing, maximal slope of
APDR curve, and propagating WL were attenuated by MH
than by SH, suggesting the role of an anti-arrhythmic substrate in MH; (4) The decreased SDA occurrence with MH
was associated with a decrease in VF inducibility compared with that seen with SH. These findings indicate that
MH decreases PIVF by attenuating the occurrence of
SDA, and is a safer temperature than SH.

DISCUSSION
Myocardial substrate during MH (33 °C) and SH (30 °C)
In non-hibernating mammal hearts, including human, the heart usually goes into VF and cardiac arrest
under extreme hypothermia (< 30 °C), suggesting that

The major findings of this study were as follows: (1)
SDA threshold during MH was shorter (SDA at a faster
heart rate) than that during SH, although the APD al461
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hypothermia creates an arrhythmogenic substrate for
VF. 3,4 This notion is supported by our previous study
which showed that SH at 30 °C increases susceptibility
to PIVF by enhancing conduction heterogeneity, increasing APD dispersion, and promoting wavebreaks of fibrillation conduction.14 However, clinical data showed that
the incidence of ventricular arrhythmia was relatively
low (~2.2%) in VF cardiac arrest patients undergoing TH
at 32-34 °C.5,6 The mechanism underlying the weaker
association of MH with ventricular arrhythmia and the
stronger association of SH with ventricular arrhythmia
remains unclear. Piktel et al. in a canine left ventricular
preparation showed that severe hypothermia at 26 °C
increased the transmural DOR and ventricular arrhythmia, whereas TH at 32 °C mildly increased the DOR and
decreased ventricular arrhythmia. 5 Harada et al. also
showed that SH (30 °C) enhanced wavebreaks and regeneration of new spiral waves during VF favoring the
maintenance of VF in 2-dimensional ventricular tissue.7
While using MH at 33 °C, the spiral waves of VF frequently collide and dissipate, leading to self-termination

Figure 5. (A) The absolute heart number (N) with spatially discordant
alternans (SDA) at action potential duration (APD) alternans threshold
at baseline (B), during moderate hypothermia (MH) and severe hypothermia (SH), and at rewarming (R). (B) The number of hearts with inducible SDA throughout all pacing cycle lengths (PCLs) during MH and
SH. (C) The number of hearts with inducible ventricular fibrillation (VF)
at baseline (B), hypothermia (MH and SH), and rewarming (R). (D) The
percentage of VF inducibility during MH and SH.
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Figure 6. Ventricular arrhythmias induced by S1 pacing during severe hypothermia (SH) (A-G) and moderate hypothermia (MH) (H). (A-C) Ventricular fibrillation (VF) episodes are from heart #1 in SH group. The VF episodes were induced by S1 pacing cycle length (PCL) of 200 (A), 180 (B), and 160
(C) ms, respectively. (D-E) VF episodes are from heart #2 in SH group, induced by S1 PCL of 200 (D) and 180 (E) ms. (F and G) VF episodes are from
hearts #4, #7, respectively, in SH group. Both VF episodes were induced by PCL 180 ms. H, ventricular tachycardia (VT) episode is from heart #2 in MH
group. This VT episode was induced by S1 PCL of 250 ms. Black triangles indicate phase singularities (a surrogate of wavebreaks) during VF.
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of VF.7 In the present study, we observed that APD dispersion over the entire epicardial surface was enhanced
in both MH and SH compared with that at baseline (37
°C), which was similar to Piktel’s findings on transmural
APD dispersion. 5 However, we found that the pro-arrhythmic parameters including CV slowing, maximal
slope of APDR curve, and propagating WL showed
greater attenuation by MH than by SH, suggesting the
role of an anti-arrhythmic substrate with MH. These
changes in myocardial substrate with MH were associated with reduced VF episodes. Taken together, the myocardial substrate appears to be differentially remodeled
depending on the degree of hypothermia. MH attenuates pro-arrhythmic parameters and hinders VF maintenance to a greater extent than SH. In fact, we observed
that the susceptibility to PIVF in MH showed no differences among baseline (37 °C), MH, and rewarming (37
°C), indicating that MH is as safe as normothermia and
rewarming. This finding might also explain the relatively
low incidence of ventricular arrhythmia observed in
post-resuscitation patients undergoing MH.

arrhythmic nodal lines, suggesting that MH is more resistant to SDA than SH. The decreased SDA episodes
during MH were associated with decreased VF episodes.
In fact, no VF (only 1 VT episode) was induced during
MH in this study.
The mechanism of greater attenuation of SDA onset
by MH than by SH remains unclear. Dynamic changes in
both APD and CV restitution contribute to the formation
of SDA. A steep APD restitution curve (maximal slope >
1) and CV restitution curve (due to incomplete Na channel recovery) are essential for converting SCA to SDA.8,28,29
That is, as the amplitude of APD alternans grows large
by rapid pacing, it can engage the sloped region of CV
restitution curve and converts SCA into SDA.8,28,29 Hypothermia has been reported to delay recovery of Na
channels from inactivation in a temperature-dependent
manner, and to increase the steepness of CV alternans.30,31
In this study, in addition to the decreased inactivation of
Na channels (less CV slowing) with MH, MH reduces the
maximal slope of APD restitution to a greater extent
than SH. The attenuation of CV and APD restitution by
MH might contribute to less SDA and reduced subsequent likelihood of ventricular arrhythmia.
Intracellular calcium (Cai) overload resulting from
either increased calcium leakage from sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) or reduced calcium re-uptake by SR Ca2+
ATPase (SERCA) might cause Cai to alternate and convert
SCA to SDA. 8 Hypothermia has been reported to increase the open probability of cardiac SR Ca-release
channels and reduces SERCA activity, favoring the occurrence of SDA.32,33 The effect of calcium dynamics in mediating SDA occurrence was not explored in this study.
Further study is needed to elucidate the role of calcium
dynamics in SDA during hypothermia.

Cardiac alternans and PIVF during MH (33 °C) and SH
(30 °C)
Cardiac alternans has been reported to be a good
marker in predicting sudden cardiac death in clinical patients and experimental arrhythmic situation, including
myocardial ischemia, heart failure, and hypothermia.14,26,27
As cardiac alternans occurs, it may manifest as either
SDA or SCA, separated by a nodal line where no alternans is observed.8-10 SDA can facilitate the genesis of
reentry arrhythmia at the nodal line where the spatial
APD gradient is the steepest, and more arrhythmogenic
than SCA.11-13 We have recently reported that SH (30 °C)
increases susceptibility to PIVF by promoting the onset
of SDA.14 These SDA episodes during SH always precede
the onset of VF (see Figure 5B in reference 14),14 suggesting that SDA plays an important role in transforming
SDA to VF during SH.14 This hypothesis is supported by
results reported by Egorov et al. showing that hibernating mammals are more resistant to VF formation during
SH than non-hibernating animals (i.e., human, rabbit) by
impeding SDA occrrence.28 In this study, we found that
MH decreased the PCL needed to induce SDA (SDA occurs at a faster heart rate), reduced the number of
hearts with SDA, and decreased the number of pro-

Structural remodeling and cardiac alternans during
MH and SH
SDA has been reported during ischemia, in which
cell-to-cell coupling is impaired, suggesting that intercellular uncoupling is an important mechanism of SDA.25,34
In mammals, myocardial cell-to-cell coupling is mediated by gap junction (GJ) constructed from connexin 43
(Cx43) proteins.23 We have previously found that hypothermia caused a prompt structural remodeling in Cx43
GJ.23 Furthermore, SH hearts showed a greater extent in
total-Cx43 lateralization (anatomical remodeling) and
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3. Mouritzen CV, Andersen MN. Mechanisms of ventricular fibrillation during hypothermia. Relative changes in myocardial refractory period and conduction velocity. J Thorac Cardiovasc
Surg 1966;51:579-84.
4. Badeer H. Ventricular fibrillation in hypothermia; a review of
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2008;294:H1417-25.
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discordant alternans in cardiac tissue. Biophys J 2007;92:448-60.
11. Pastore JM, Girouard SD, Laurita KR, et al. Mechanism linking
T-wave alternans to the genesis of cardiac fibrillation. Circulation
1999;99:1385-94.
12. Qu Z, Garfinkel A, Chen PS, Weiss JN. Mechanisms of discordant
alternans and induction of reentry in simulated cardiac tissue.
Circulation 2000;102:1664-70.
13. Choi BR, Jang W, Salama G. Spatially discordant voltage alternans
cause wavebreaks in ventricular fibrillation. Heart Rhythm 2007;
4:1057-68.
14. Hsieh YC, Lin SF, Lin TC, et al. Therapeutic hypothermia (30 degrees C) enhances arrhythmogenic substrates, including spatially
discordant alternans, and facilitates pacing-induced ventricular
fibrillation in isolated rabbit hearts. Circ J 2009;73:2214-22.
15. Marion DW, Penrod LE, Kelsey SF, et al. Treatment of traumatic
brain injury with moderate hypothermia. N Engl J Med 1997;
336:540-6.
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Cardiovasc Electrophysiol 1999;10:405-13.
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Cereb Blood Flow Metab 1991;11:114-21.
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non-phosphorylated Cx43 downregulation (biochemical
remodeling), compared to MH hearts.23 The differences
in structural remodeling between MH and SH might
contribute to the different alternans properties with different temperature. However, the individual impact of
hypothermia-induced GJ remodeling to cardiac alternans properties remains to be explored.

Limitation
In this model, cardiac alternans properties were
evaluated with short-duration (5 min) MH or SH. Whether a longer duration (12-24 h) of TH (compliant with
clinical guidelines) might lead to a greater difference in
cardiac alternans properties warrants further investigation. Cai overload might drive Cai to alternate and convert SCA to SDA, leading to VF formation. Additionally,
we did not map Cai in this study. Further study is needed
to determine whether Ca dynamics contribute to SDA
and subsequent VF in MH and SH.

CONCLUSIONS
Compared with SH, MH decreases susceptibility to
PIVF by attenuating the occurrence of SDA. The favorable electrophysiological properties of MH, such as the
reduced likelihood of inducing SDA, indicate that MH is
safer for clinical TH than SH.
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